
Mendocino Turning Guid December Meeting

The Mendocino Turning Guild held its December meeting on the 14th in Russ’ shop. The Guild
submitted 44 turnings to the Safe Passages silent auction, raising over $2000 for the charity.

A number of items were presented for show and tell. Lee turned a Blackwood spice jar with
madrone insert. Russ turned a number of off center turnings with peral and puka shell inlays.

Lee's spice jar on left, Russ' off center inlaied boxes and bowl

Kirk presented a dictionary stand with off
center turned shaft.

Tony turned a redwood bowl. The members
admired the thinness and smooth finish, both
difficult with redwood. Unfortunately, no
picture was taken. We will try to include a
picture in the next newsletter.

Wendell submitted a Christmas tree ornament
box suitable for a ring or other small present.
He also turned a spalted maple box with a
purple heart and cocobolo insets a nutmeg box
in a nutmeg box and a walnut bowl with a
hollow bottom.

Kirk's dictionary stand
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Nutmeg box in a box

Hollow bottom bowl

Russ and Bill gave the demo this month. They attended a turning class given by the well8known
turner, Mike Mahoney. The class was held at Craft Supplies USA in Provo Utah. A number of
turning projects were completed, calabash bowls, natural edge bowls, hollow forms, a platter and
nested bowls. Along with the projects, emphasis was placed on proper bowl gouge technique,
sharpening with a relief bevel, sanding with a hand held rotary sander and going through the grits



and bowl ascetics. The bowl saver tool is used for the nested bowls by salvaging the wood inside a
bowl blank for smaller bowls. Three or four bowls were turned from a single blank using this
technique. Emphasis on intuition and skill building through practice were constant themes in
Mike’s instruction, which also provided in depth insight into proper technique. Both Russ and Bill
highly recommend attending the class if it is offered in the future.

Russ' bowls from Mike Mahoney's class

Bill's bowls from Mike Mahoney's class

The next meeting will be held in Russ’
shop on Sunday January 11 at 2:30.
Wendell will demonstrate finial turning.


